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Just like a consumer brand that constantly remakes its image to stay relevant, the
'Singapore' brand too, is constantly evolving, and the evolution is firmly associated with
the different stages of the country’s development:from the pre-1819 fishing village to
the British trading colony up to independence in 1965, and then to the manufacturing-
led years that followed.
The current period, from 2004 onwards, is what former branding and public relations
consultant Koh Buck Song calls the “global city” era. “I don’t think it has gained
currency yet, but I call it so because this is the period we are currently in, in which
Singapore is presenting itself in all aspects as a leading global city,” said Koh, author of
the recently published book, Brand Singapore: How nation branding built Asia’s leading
global city. (http://www.marshallcavendish.com/marshallcavendish/genref/Brand-
Singapore-_B24225_Singapore.aspx) He was speaking at a Foreign Correspondents
Association talk at Singapore Management University, where he is also an adjunct
faculty member.
Koh believes nation brand building is something that many countries are already doing in
a concerted manner, and for quite some time. “Yet, very little has been written about the subject.” The former
Straits Times journalist and author/ editor of 16 other books holds a master's degree in public administration from
Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government, and now runs his own writing and business consultancy. Prior to
that, he held senior positions at the Economic Development Board of Singapore and public relations agency, Hill &
Knowlton.
A new global city
For all the changes represented by the brand that is Singapore, Koh believes that there is now one image that can
encapsulate Singapore’s ongoing attempt to brand itself as a “global city”, and that is the image shown on the
book’s cover.
For some two decades, Singapore has been infamous worldwide for banning the sale of the chewing gum, a
particularly bad rep that has stuck like what Koh calls a “brand keloid”. On the book cover, the half-unwrapped gum,
in its instantly recognisable iconic form, has the word ‘Singapore’ embossed all over it. “My interpretation is this:
there is a new Singapore brand, and it is now trying to emerge from the wrapper of old preconceptions. The question
is: what is involved in this process and how successful can Singapore be in trying to do that? To remove this
negative perception, if Singapore were hypothetically to make chewing gum, it would make a material difference –
pun intended– in how it is perceived,” said Koh.
Several big projects in recent years have been geared directly, or otherwise, towards this rebranding. For example,
in 2010, Singapore hosted the inaugural Youth Olympic Games (YOG). “It was a sporting event but the real agenda
was cultural – getting young people from all over the world to come together and celebrate core values such as
excellence and friendship,” he said.
To be sure, the games came under some criticism in Singapore largely because of cost overruns. Nevertheless, from
Koh’s perspective, the bid to organise the event was a “calculated” move that will reap returns. “It was the
inaugural event. Nobody can take away a ‘first time’ from you. Singapore will be cited forever in history as the venue
of the inaugural event and there will be more value generated from there, without a need to spend a single cent
more or to exert more effort,” he said.
Then, there are also the two mega Integrated Resorts (IR), launched with much fanfare, each featuring a casino as
its key attraction, even though complemented with convention, retail and dining space. The buzz is ongoing. There
are also upcoming attractions like, for example, Gardens by the Bay, a 101-hectare site made up of three distinctive
waterfront gardens that may perhaps bolster another longtime Singapore label: “Garden City”.
Singapore’s power, Nye’s style
Interestingly, the international branding of Singapore can be interpreted via the expression of both “hard power” and
“soft power” – a concept coined by Harvard professor Joseph Nye. “Hard power is not just military, but also
economic. So, if you use economic heft, it is also hard power,” said Koh.
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By this definition, obvious examples of Singapore’s expression of “hard power” include the two IRs, as well as the
hosting of the night race leg of the annual Formula One Grand Prix.
“Soft power” projects, on the other hand, would include the National Art Gallery (NAG), scheduled for completion by
2013. The gallery – a refurbishment of the historical former City Hall and Supreme Court buildings – will certainly
"soften" the somewhat cold and detached label of "Singapore Inc".
“Singapore could be seen as playing the role of a custodian for some of the best visual artworks in the region – not
the best, but some of the best. Singapore will be playing a role in the conservation, preservation and showcasing of
these works to the world,” said Koh.
Other expressions of “soft power” include the country’s participation at the internationally-renowned Cannes Film
Festival. “Over the next few years, you are going to see more obviously soft power expressions, which will
complement the hard power that used to hog the headlines,” Koh opined.
Still a nanny state?
Despite all the efforts at making itself a “global city”, the label “nanny state” persists – like a piece of chewing gum
stuck on a shoe. Michael Fay, an American teenager was, in 1994, caught and caned for vandalising cars. US
President Bill Clinton’s appeal could only reduce the number of strokes from six to four.
The international media came to town, drawn by the fact that this tiny country could dare to mete out such a harsh
punishment on a boy for an immature prank. Incidents like these – combined with the overall emphasis on law and
order, close regulation of the media, restrictions on freedom of assembly, as well as the conservative stance of the
dominant ruling party – lend credence to the nanny state label.
However, global events since then have influenced changes in the comparative perception of this aspiring global
city. The post 9-11 paranoia over security and order has, in a way, resulted in a convergence of attitudes and
behaviour between what is seen as the liberal, developed world, and Singapore. On the other end of the spectrum,
there have been some eyebrow-raising episodes here yearning for descriptors like “open” and “happening”.
For example, with support from the tourism board, bikini-clad models pranced and pouted on the streets of
Chinatown for a Sports Illustrated photo shoot; and for the tenth year running, ZoukOut, the annual beach party
touted as Asia’s largest, attracts thousands of revellers who drink and dance all night long on the beaches of
Sentosa.
What makes such events noteworthy is not just the fact that they happen in Singapore; it is also the juxtaposition
that these very same acts are not allowed in some supposedly more liberal places. Case in point: alcohol cannot be
consumed on the streets in places such as Melbourne and Boston, where local regulators are pretty active in
enforcing such rules. “This is quite a contrast to common perceptions,” said Koh.
In a similar vein, Singapore, lampooned internally and externally as a “fine” city, is by no means the only place that
is gaining notoriety for its liberal implementation of this financial penalty as a means of enforcing public decorum and
behaviour. Again, using Melbourne as an example, some irate locals have given a popular tagline “Victoria: The place
to be”, a new spin: “Victoria: the place to be fined”.
Indeed, the nanny is making her presence felt in many places. Koh notes that censorship committees are actively at
work in countries like Australia, where there are debates onwhether websites should be banned on a large scale. On
one hand are the concerned parents in favour of more regulations and prohibitions. The other camp, meanwhile,
wants to uphold individual rights and freedom. “We are interested in seeing how it can be applied in Singapore,” said
Koh, who has years of involvement in similar committees in Singapore.
The debate will go on, but the sense is that as Singapore wants to rebrand itself as a global city, the nudge is
towards a more open stance. However, stakeholders have to be mindful of something: how big is their risk appetite
for allowing such liberal expressions? How much appetite can they have to allow what to happen, and what not to?
“Hot air balloon flying at dawn – we don’t have that here, it is still an artist’s impression; but, we have the reverse
bungee, even though bungee jumping is not allowed in Singapore. Such is a reflection of the semi-permeable
membrane of Singapore… (and) it also reflects what I call the paradox of liberty: you need to have enough control in
order to allow more freedom,” said Koh.
The “brand keloid”
Like it or not, the vestiges of long-held negative perceptions remain. Sixteen years on, Fay’s incident was again
mentioned last year, when Swiss national Oliver Fricker was sent to jail for five months and given three strokes for
breaking into a train depot and spray-painting graffiti on a train carriage.
Of course, the near two-decade ban on selling chewing gum remains a sticky issue, despite some token concessions
made as part of the US-Singapore free trade agreement, to make exceptions for the sale of gum with medicinal
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properties, no doubt as an appeasement to some American politicians with certain constituents to similarly appease.
“To some young Singaporeans, they might not even recognise a picture of chewing gum. By the same token, there
are people in the world who only know a thing or two about Singapore and they have certain perceptions like these
that are entrenched in their minds,” said Koh.
Yet, anecdotally, at least, there have been changes on the ground, accompanied by shifts in some sectors on how
Singapore is perceived – and the shift is generally much more positive than negative. This is driven by a range of
factors, not just the new tourism attractions like the ArtScience Museum, but also the overall attractiveness of
Singapore as a property investment market, and the country’s widely-recognised expertise in urban planning and
greening.
“So for this brand keloid – like a keloid on your body – you can try to remove it but only with some discomfort and
cost, or, you can just ignore it and most people won’t notice. After some time, it will just fade into the background.
This is probably where we’re at now,” said Koh.
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